
Materials List & Instructions

TOOLS

Scissors
Detail Scissors
Curling Tool
Art Sponge
Tacky Glue

MATERIALS

Extra Fine Crepe Paper - Lia Gri�th “Vanilla”, “Blush”, Ruby“, and ”Juniper”
Pan Pastel - “Red Iron Oxide Ex. Dark”, “Orange”, and “Pearlescent Red”
Floral Tape - Lia Gri�th “Green”
Green Paper Covered Floral Wire - 18 Gauge

Crepe Paper Zinnia

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut the crepe paper according to template notes using scissors.

3. Shade the pinked edge on half of one red crepe piece with brown pastel, shade  
 the pinked edge of two of the vanilla crepe with orange and the remaining   
 three with pink pastel .

4. Fringe the pinked edge of all stamen pieces with the detail scissor and curl   
 them in using the curling tool, then use your fingers to cup each petal.

5. Wrap the wire with floral tape to thicken it for the stem of the flower.

6. Begin wrapping the brown shaded side of the red crepe stamen around the tip  
 of the stem using tacky glue to secure it in place.

7. Wrap the second red fringed stamen around the stem with the fringe curling   
 in.

8. Wrap the two pieces of yellow shaded fringed stamen around the red stamen.

9. Wrap the three pieces of the pink shaded fringed stamen around the yellow   
 stamen with the fringe curling in.

10. Pinch the base of the stamen in against the stem you may need to use a dab of  
 glue to hold it.

11. Glue 6 petals evenly around the base of the stamen with the petals cupping up.
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INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)

12. Glue the remaining 6 petals in between each of the petals you already placed

13. Glue the two short edges of the sepal together, then stretch one end lightly to   
 ru�e the edge

14. Slide the sepal onto the stem ru�e side up, secure it in place by wrapping the   
 base with floral tape



This printable template is brought to you by the team at www.LiaGri�th.com and is for
Personal Use only. To edit a pdf first save it on your desktop, then open the pdf through
Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader (free version). Print quality is dependent on your printer.

For more DIY projects, Paper Craft, Home Décor ideas and inspiration visit our blog at 
www.LiaGri�th.com
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